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Sociological Theory In The Classical Era
Karl Marx, Emile Durkheim, and Max Weber are indispensable for understanding the sociological enterprise. They are among the chief founders of the discipline and among the foremost theorists of modernity,
and their work can stimulate readers to reflect on their own identities and worldviews. Classical Social Theory and Modern Society introduces students to these three thinkers and shows their continued relevance
today. The first chapter sets the stage by situating the work of Marx, Durkheim, and Weber in the context of three modernizing revolutions: the Enlightenment, the French Revolution of 1789, and the industrial
revolution. Three overview chapters follow that summarize the key ideas of each thinker, focusing on their contributions to the development of sociology and their conceptions of modern society. The last portion
of the book explores the thinking of Marx, Durkheim, and Weber on four themes—the pathologies of modern society, the predicament of the modern individual, the state and democracy, and socialism versus
capitalism. These thematic chapters place Marx, Durkheim, and Weber in dialogue with one another, offering students the opportunity to wrestle with conflicting ideas on issues that are still significant today.
Classical sociology is essential to the teaching of sociology and also an invaluable tool in the education of citizens.
This is an excellent textbook on classical social theory, concentrating on the founding thinkers of sociology - Marx, Weber, Durkheim, and Simmel - and written in an accessible and engaging style. It has
become a key text allowing students to assess the enduring significance of these writers in our epoch of major social change, and will be essential reading on classical social theory, sociological theory, and
introduction to sociology courses.
Illuminating Social Life has enjoyed increasing popularity with each edition. It is the only book designed for undergraduate teaching that shows today's students how classical and contemporary social theories
can be used to shed new light on such topics as the internet, the world of work, fast food restaurants, shopping malls, alcohol use, body building, sales and service, and new religious movements.A perfect
complement for the sociological theory course, it offers 13 original essays by leading scholars in the field who are also experienced undergraduate theory teachers. Substantial introductions by the editor link the
applied essays to a complete review of the classical and modern social theories used in the book.
A concise, yet surprisingly comprehensive theory text, given the range of ideas, historical context, and theorists discussed. Unlike other books of the type, Classical Sociological Theory focuses on how the
pivotal theories contributed not only to the development of the field, but also to the evolution of ideas concerning social life.
The Basics
Investigation and Application
Thinking the Unthinkable
Capitalism and Classical Social Theory
Sociological Theory and the Environment

This concise text, covers both classical and contemporary social thought. It traces the major schools of thought over the past 150
years as they appear and reappear in different chapters and looks at important new voices in social theory. The treatment of
individual theories and theorists is balanced with the development of key themes and ideas about social life.
This social theory text combines the structure of a print reader with the ability to tailor the course via an extensive
interactive website. Readings from important classical and contemporary theorists are placed in conversation with one another
through core themes—the puzzle of social order, the dark side of modernity, identity, etc. The website includes videos,
interactive commentaries, summaries of key concepts, exams and quizzes, annotated selections from key readings, classroom
activities, and more. See the website at www.routledgesoc.com/theory New to the second edition: Expanded web content.
Teacher/student feedback employed to clarify difficult concepts. Reframed contemporary section now offers readings by Robert
Merton, Bruno Latour, David Harvey, Zygmut Bauman, and Anthony Giddens.
In the eloquent style for which he has become famous, Charles Lemert writes of social theory as no one else. Thinking the
Unthinkable is offered as text for instruction, yet it defies the prevailing assumption that social theory is a method for
clarifying the facts of social life. Lemert shows how social theory began late in the 19th century as a struggle to come to terms
with the failure of modern reason to solve the social problems created by the capitalist world-system. Since then, social theory
has developed through twists and turns to think and rethink this Unthinkable. Hence the surprising innovations of recent yearspostmodern, queer, postcolonial, third-wave feminist, risk theories, among others arising in the wake of globalization. Once
again, Lemert has made the difficult clear in a book that students and other readers will treasure and keep.
This& book provides a comprehensive examination of classical sociological theory by introducing students to the life, times, and
ideas of the figures who have had the greatest influence on the development of the field. & Each chapter focuses on one theorist
and his ideas, organized into a social and historical perspective. Students will enjoy reading the background information on each
theorist covered in the book. These include such interesting highlights as Comte& ' s days in military school, the death of
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Durkheim& ' s son in World War I, Spencer& ' s inability to commit to marriage, and Hegel& ' s illegitimate son. Taking a critical
and reflexive approach, the text also discusses how classical theory affects sociology today.
Understanding Classical Sociology
Key Concepts in Classical Social Theory
Classical and Contemporary Theory Revisited
Classical and Contemporary Perspectives
Classical and Contemporary Sociological Theory
"I think this will prove to be a very useful text for undergraduate students. Alex Law has produced a comprehensive list of key classical social theory concepts and provides an
accessible account of the meaning of central terms, their place in the work of the classical analysts considered and the contemporary significance of their ideas. In addition he
has offered useful additional reading guidance from which students will derive considerable benefit." - Barry Smart, University of Portsmouth This book's individual entries
introduce, explain and contextualise the key topics within classical social theory. Definitions, summaries and key words are developed throughout with careful cross-referencing
allowing students to move effortlessly between core ideas and themes. Each entry provides: clear definitions lucid accounts of key issues up-to-date suggestions for further
reading informative cross-referencing. Relevant, focused and accessible this book will provide students across the social sciences with an indispensible guide to the central
concepts of classical social theory.
This is the first handbook focussing on classical social theory. It offers extensive discussions of debates, arguments, and discussions in classical theory and how they have
informed contemporary sociological theory. The book pushes against the conventional classical theory pedagogy, which often focused on single theorists and their contributions,
and looks at isolating themes capturing the essence of the interest of classical theorists that seem to have relevance to modern research questions and theoretical traditions. This
book presents new approaches to thinking about theory in relationship to sociological methods.
This is a fully updated and expanded new edition of the successful undergraduate text. Providing a lucid examination of the pivotal theories of Marx, Durkheim and Weber, the
authors submit that these figures have decisively shaped the discipline.
This comprehensive collection of contemporary sociological theory is the definitive guide to current perspectives and approaches in the field, examining key topics and debates in
the field. Collects the most representative material available on topics such as symbolic interactionism, phenomenology, structuralism, network theory, critical theory, feminist
theory, and the debates over modernity and postmodernity Includes examinations of the work of Foucault, Giddens, and Bourdieu A new section for this edition opens up the
debate on power and inequality Thematically organized
Classical and Contemporary Social Theory
Classical Statements
Marx, Durkheim, Weber
Classical Foundations, Contemporary Insights
A Positivist's Perspective
German sociology--indeed sociology as a discipline--belongs to modern times. This unusual anthology includes works by Theodor W. Adorno, Uta Gerhardt, Jnrgen Habermas, Max Horkheimer, Karl Ulrich
Mayer, Georg Simmel, Roberto Michels, Max Weber, Hans Gerth, Hans Speier, Alfred Schutz, Alfred Weber, Karl Mannheim, Theodor Geiger, Ralf Dehrendorf, Rene Konig, Renate Mayntz, Reinhard Bendix,
Claus Offe, and Stephan Leibfried. A substantive introductioni by Uta Gerhardt and detailed biographical sketches of the contributors will aid the general reader, student, and scholar alike.
Introduces readers to the most important thinkers and schools of thought in contemporary sociological theory – from Parsons and Merton to the Frankfurt School to Foucault, Bourdieu, Giddens and
Hochschild - locating each thinker within their own social, political and historical context and helping readers use these ideas to understand the contemporary world.
Capitalism and Classical Social Theory, Second Edition offers solid coverage of the classical triumvirate (Marx, Durkheim, and Weber), but also extends the canon strategically to include Simmel, four early
female theorists, and the writings of Du Bois.
"In this book, one of the foremost sociologists of the present day turns his gaze upon the key figures and seminal institutions in the rise of sociology." "This book is a systematic introduction to classical
sociology and its development in the twentiethcentury. Accessible and authoritative, it will be required reading for anyone interested in sociology and social theory today."--BOOK JACKET.
Handbook of Classical Sociological Theory
New Connections to Classical and Contemporary Perspectives
Understanding Social Movements
Explorations in Classical Sociological Theory
Classical Social Theory and Modern Society

In this third edition of Capitalism and Classical Social Theory, John Bratton and David Denham build on the classical triumvirate--Karl Marx, Émile Durkheim, and
Max Weber--by extending the conversation to include early female theorists such as Mary Wollstonecraft and Charlotte Perkins Gilman, as well as the writings of
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W.E.B. Du Bois and G.H. Mead. Connecting current headlines in the political mainstream to concepts like alienation, anomie, class, gender, race, and the
environment, Capitalism and Classical Social Theory sheds light on how classical social theories may be applied and understood within a contemporary context. This
revised and expanded third edition features topical discussions of socio-economic shifts in the post-Trump and post-Brexit world and uses original excerpts and
additional readings to further contextualize the significance of classical social theory today.
Foundations of Classical Sociological Theory: Functionalism, Conflict and Action provides an extensive analysis of classical sociological theory by giving readers an
introduction to the life and ideas of all the eminent thinkers. The book begins by giving an overview of the emergence of sociology as a discipline in the background
of socio-economic development that characterized Europe in 18th century. The first part of the book examines how the theorists viewed society as an organism; the
second part takes cognizance of the conflict theory and third part deals with the emergence of action theory which took ambivalent position with regard to science
and emphasized human agency and consciousness. Written in a very simple language, this book will help students delve deeper into the subject.
This book examines the assumptions and concepts of the five major sociological theories and the classical roots of the modern theories. It focuses specifically on
functionalism, conflict theory, theories of rational choice, symbolic interactionism, and phenomenology. Focusing on writers whose work has most influenced social
theory, this book explores the key concepts of each theory, the background of the major theorists, empirical applications, and everyday "lay" use of each perspective.
The book also features examples of research based on actual theory, direct quotations from major theorists, and feminist contributions and critiques on each major
perspective. The fifth edition of Contemporary Sociological Theory: Continuing the Classical Tradition has been revised to include more feminist contributions, a new
chapter on Evolution and Modernity: Macrosociological Perspectives, and updated material on Rediscovering the Body. An essential reference for every professional
whose work is related to sociology.
Sociological Theory in the Contemporary Era, Second Edition, combines well-edited, important original writings from sociology’s core contemporary theorists with
introductory text that provides a historical and theoretical framework for understanding them. Authors Scott Appelrouth and Laura Desfor Edles use this unique
text/reader approach to introduce students to contemporary sociological theory in a lively and engaging fashion. The text/reader provides not only a biographical and
theoretical summary of each theorist’s works but also an overarching scaffolding that students can use to examine, compare, and contrast each theorist’s major
themes and concepts. The book also offers discussions of past social and intellectual milieus to provide a holistic picture of the development of the theories
discussed.
Marx, Weber, Durkheim
Classical and Contemporary a Critical Perspective
Sociological Theory in Transition (RLE Social Theory)
Contemporary Sociological Theory and Its Classical Roots
Seeing the Social World
In an accessible and thoughtful manner, this anthology--an update of Social and Political Theory: Classical Readings (1998)--introduces students to the key classic texts in social thought. In the second
edition, Michael Kimmel focuses more specifically on the discipline of sociology, rather than melding classical sociological and political theories in one volume. Taking a serious look at the canonical
texts, he presents a diverse range of thinkers who were critical to the development of sociological theory and offers a more inclusive classical canon that is informed by both the historical record and
the needs of contemporary students. Many of the classical theorists whose works are included here were much more influential than the canon suggested. For example, the writings of Mary
Wollstonecraft, Frederick Douglass, Margaret Fuller, and W.E.B Du Bois were widely disseminated and discussed in their time, yet they were pushed to the margins of the canon, declared to be
derivative or second-rate. In attempting to set the record a bit straighter, Kimmel restores these and other forgotten thinkers to the positions they once held. The questions they posed are among the
most vital theoretical and political questions of our era, evidence that classical social and political theory continues to speak to new generations of students about the issues that most affect their
lives. Features new to the second edition: * Selections of key texts by Auguste Comte (Positive Philosophy of Auguste Comte); Edmund Burke (Reflections on the Revolution in France); John Dewey
(Democracy and Education); and Elsie Clews Parsons (Women in Public Life) * Stronger disciplinary focus within sociology Classical Social Theory, Second Edition, is an ideal text for courses in the
theory of sociology, the history of social theory, the history of political thought, and western philosophy.
Now available for the first time in both print and e-book formats Sociological Theory in the Classical Era, Fourth Edition is an innovative text/reader for courses in classical theory. It introduces
students to important original works by sociology′s key classical theorists while providing a thorough framework for understanding these challenging readings. For each theorist, the editors supply a
biographical sketch, discuss intellectual influences and core ideas, and offer contemporary applications of those ideas. In addition to the seven major theorists covered, the book also connects their
work to "Significant Others"—writers and thinkers who may have derived much of their own perspectives from Marx, Durkheim, Weber, Gilman, Simmel, Du Bois, and Mead. Included with this title:
The password-protected Instructor Resource Site (formally known as SAGE Edge) offers access to all text-specific resources, including a test bank and editable, chapter-specific PowerPoint® slides.
Learn more.
Current sociological theories appear to have lost their general persuasiveness in part because, unlike the theories of the ‘classical era’, they fail to maintain an integrated stance toward society, and
the practical role that sociology plays in society. The authors explore various facets of this failure and possibilities for reconstructing sociological theories as integrated wholes capable of conveying a
moral and political immediacy. They discuss the evolution of several concepts (for example, the social, structure, and self) and address the significant disputes (for example, structuralism versus
humanism, and individual versus society) that have dominated twentieth-century sociological thought. Their ideas and analyses are directed towards an audience of students and theorists who are
coming to terms with the project of sociological theory, and its relationship with moral discourses and political practice. The authors of these essays are sociological theorists from the United States,
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the United Kingdom and Canada. They are all established, but not ‘establishment’ authors. The book contains no orthodoxies, and no answers. However, the essays do contribute to identifying the
range of issues that will constitute the agenda for the next generation of sociological theorists.
Social Theory provides a sophisticated yet highly accessible introduction to classical and contemporary social theories. The author s concise presentation allows students and instructors to focus on
central themes. The text lets theorists speak for themselves, presenting key passages from each theorist s corpus, bringing theory to life. The approach allows instructors the opportunity to help
students learn to unpack sometimes complex prose, just as it offers inroads to class discussion. Chapters on Addams and early feminism, on Habermas and the Frankfurt School, on Foucault, and on
globalization and social movements round out contemporary coverage. The book presents and explains key theories, just as it provides an introduction to central debates about them. "
Classical Social Theory
Second Edition
A Reader
Illuminating Social Life
Contemporary Sociological Theory

The authors are proud sponsors of the 2020 SAGE Keith Roberts Teaching Innovations Award—enabling graduate students and early career faculty to attend the
annual ASA pre-conference teaching and learning workshop. Now with SAGE Publishing, Contemporary Sociological Theory and Its Classical Roots: The Basics, is a
brief survey of sociology′s major theorists and theoretical approaches, from the Classical founders to the present. With updated scholarship in the new Fifth Edition,
authors George Ritzer and Jeffrey Stepnisky connect many theorists and schools of thought together under broad headings that offer students a synthesized view of
sociological theory. This text is perfect for those who want an accessible overview of the entire tradition of sociological thinking, with an emphasis on the
contemporary relevance of theory.
This comprehensive collection of classical sociological theory is a definitive guide to the roots of sociology from its undisciplined beginnings to its current influence
on contemporary sociological debate. Explores influential works of Marx, Durkheim, Weber, Mead, Simmel, Freud, Du Bois, Adorno, Marcuse, Parsons, and Merton
Editorial introductions lend historical and intellectual perspective to the substantial readings Includes a new section with new readings on the immediate "prehistory" of sociological theory, including the Enlightenment and de Tocqueville Individual reading selections are updated throughout
Introducing the founders of sociological theory – from Marx, Weber, Durkheim and Martineau through to Simmel, DuBois, Mead and others – this accessible textbook
locates each thinker within their own social, political and historical context. By doing so, it helps readers to understand the development of central sociological
concepts and how they can help us understand the contemporary world. The book includes: Lively biographical sections to help readers get to know each thinker Clear
and easy-to-understand accounts of each theorist’s arguments - and the most common criticisms Key concept boxes highlighting the most influential ideas This
comprehensive, enlightening text brings the rich and diverse field of classical sociological theory to life.
This comprehensive survey and assessment of sociological theories of the relations between societies and their 'natural' biophysical environment touches on and
addresses virtually all of the major perspectives, focal points, and debates in environmental sociology today. At the same time, the book aims to go beyond an
inventory of environmental sociological theory by stressing how new ground can be broken in the articulation of environmental sociology with major classical and
contemporary sociological theories.
Expanding the Classical Tradition
Foundations of Classical Sociological Theory: Functionalism, Conflict and Action
The Riddles of Classical Social Theories
Classical Sociological Theory
Sociological Theory in the Contemporary Era

The purpose of this book is to introduce the sociology of law by providing a coherent organization to the general body of literature in that field. As such, the text gives a comprehensive overview
of theoretical sociology of law. It deals with the broad expanse of the field and covers a vast amount of intellectual terrain. This volume is intended to fill a gap in the literature. Most textbooks
in the sociology of law are insufficiently theoretical or else do not provide a paradigmatic analysis of sociological theories. The content of this text consists of discussions of the works of
scholars who have contributed the most to the cumulative development of the sociology of law. It surveys the major traditions of legal sociology but is not wedded to any one particular
theoretical approach. Both the "classical," or nineteenth-century, and "contemporary," or twentieth-century, perspectives are covered. The reader will see that nineteenth-century thought has
directly influenced the emergence of twentieth-century theory. One unique feature of this book is that key sociological and legal concepts, presented in bold print and italics, are defined,
described, and illustrated throughout. Although the nature of the subject matter is highly theoretical and, at times, quite complex, Trevino values every effort to present the material in the most
straightforward and intelligible form possible without compromising the integrity of the theories themselves. In short, this book aims to accomplish three objectives: inform about the
progressive advancement of sociological theory, teach the reader to analyze the law as a social phenomenon, and develop in the reader a critical mode of thinking about issues relevant to the
relationship between law and society.
The theme of this collection of articles by Jonathan Turner is that sociology can be a true science, and it can develop abstract laws explaining the operative dynamics of the social universe.
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Rather that blindly worshipping sociology's masters, however, Turner attempts to reinvent sociology as a science that learns the valuable lessons of classical theory and then moves on.
The authors are proud sponsors of the 2020 SAGE Keith Roberts Teaching Innovations Award—enabling graduate students and early career faculty to attend the annual ASA pre-conference
teaching and learning workshop. Now available for the first time in print and e-book formats Classical and Contemporary Sociological Theory: Text and Readings offers students with the best
of both worlds—carefully-edited excerpts from the original works of sociology′s key thinkers accompanied by an analytical framework that discusses the lives, ideas, and historical
circumstances of each theorist. This unique format enables students to examine, compare, and contrast each theorist’s major themes and concepts. In the Fourth Edition of this bestseller,
examples from contemporary life and a rich variety of updated pedagogical tools (tables, figures, discussion questions, and photographs) come together to illuminate complex ideas for today’s
readers. Attention Instructors! Free digital resources are included with this text. Learn more.
Written by one of the foremost authorities on sociological theory, this text gives readers a comprehensive overview of the major classical theorists and schools of sociological thought. The
integration of key theories with biographical sketches of theorists and the requisite historical and intellectual context helps students to better understand the original works of classical authors
as well as to compare and contrast classical theories.
German Sociology: T.W. Adorno, M. Horkheimer, G. Simmel, M. Weber, and Others
Sociological Theory
Classical Founders and Contemporary Perspectives
Sociological Theory in the Classical Era
Text and Readings
Trained at UCLA and at NYU respectively, Laura Desfor Edles and Scott Appelrouth were frustrated by their inability to find a sociological
theory text that could inspire enthusiasm in undergraduate students while providing them with analytical tools for understanding theory and
exposing them to original writings from pivotal theorists. They developed this widely used text/reader to fill that need. Sociological Theory
in the Classical Era introduces students to original major writings from sociology's key classical theorists. It also provides a thorough
framework for understanding these challenging readings. For each theorist, the authors give a biographical sketch, discuss intellectual
influences and core ideas, and offer contemporary examples and applications of those ideas. Introductions to every reading provide additional
background on their structure and significance. This book also makes frequent use of photos, diagrams, tables, and charts to help illustrate
important concepts.
"How much compensation ought to be paid to a woman who was raped 7,500 times? What would the members of the Commission want for their
daughters if their daughters had been raped even once?" —Karen Parker, speaking before the U.N. Commission on Human Rights Seemingly every
week, a new question arises relative to the current worldwide ferment over human injustices. Why does the U.S. offer $20,000 atonement money
to Japanese Americans relocated to concentration camps during World War II, while not even apologizing to African Americans for 250 years of
human bondage and another century of institutionalized discrimination? How can the U.S. and Canada best grapple with the genocidal campaigns
against Native Americans on which their countries were founded? How should Japan make amends to Korean "comfort women" sexually enslaved
during World War II? Why does South Africa deem it necessary to grant amnesty to whites who tortured and murdered blacks under apartheid? Is
Germany's highly praised redress program, which has paid billions of dollars to Jews worldwide, a success, and, as such, an example for
others? More generally, is compensation for a historical wrong dangerous "blood money" that allows a nation to wash its hands forever of its
responsibility to those it has injured? A rich collection of essays from leading scholars, pundits, activists, and political leaders the
world over, many written expressly for this volume, When Sorry Isn't Enough also includes the voices of the victims of some of the world's
worst atrocities, thereby providing a panoramic perspective on an international controversy often marked more by heat than reason.
In thirteen succinct chapters, Buechler traces movement theories from the classical era of sociology to the most recent examples of
transnational activism. He identifies the socio-historical context, central concepts, and guiding logic of diverse movement theories, with
emphasis on: Comparisons of Marx and Lenin; Weber and Michels; and Durkheim and LeBon The Chicago School of the inter-war period The
political-sociological approaches of the 1950s The varieties of strain and breakdown theories at the dawn of the 1960s Major paradigm shifts
caused by the cascade of 1960s social movements Vivid examples of movements worldwide and coverage of all major theorists Critiques, debates,
and proposed syntheses dominating the turn of the 21st century Recent trends (such as cyberactivism and transnational movements) and their
theoretical implications"
Praised for its conversational tone, personal examples, and helpful pedagogical tools, the Fourth Edition of Explorations in Classical
Sociological Theory: Seeing the Social World is organized around the modern ideas of progress, knowledge, and democracy. With this historical
thread woven throughout the chapters, the book examines the works and intellectual contributions of major classical theorists, including
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Marx, Spencer, Durkheim, Weber, Mead, Simmel, Martineau, Gilman, Douglass, Du Bois, Parsons, and the Frankfurt School. Kenneth Allan and new
co-author Sarah Daynes focus on the specific views of each theorist, rather than schools of thought, and highlight modernity and
postmodernity to help contemporary readers understand how classical sociological theory applies to their lives.
Social Theory Re-Wired
The Sociology of Law
Theories from the Classical Era to the Present
Classical Sociology
Social Theory
This unique hybrid of text and readings combines the major writings of sociology’s core classical and contemporary theorists with an historical as
well as theoretical framework for understanding them. This novel approach provides students the analytical guidance necessary to interpret the
readings. No other theory text combines such "student-friendly" explanation and analysis with original theoretical works.
Classical and Contemporary Social Theory: Investigation and Application, 1/e, is the most comprehensive, informative social theory book on the
market. The title covers multiple schools of thought and applies their ideas to society today. Readers will learn the origins of social theory and
understand the role of myriad social revolutions that shaped the course of societies around the world.
Capitalism and Classical Social Theory, Third Edition
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